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It remains to allude to one other building in the city of Osaka which was barely completed, viz.,-the Post and Telegraph Offices. This was a large brick and stone building in the Palladian style, having four corner pavilions of three stories and the remander being of two stories in height (see Fig.56 ). It had a large central or office hall measuring about 40ft. by 70ft. surrounded by piers 2 bricks thick and 2ft.9" wide, with round arches constructed in four half-brick rings.
The floor above was carried by large wooden beams penetrating the walls over the crowns of the semicircular The earthquake had in no way damages the main building though it was quite new and of varied heights. The low two-story annex, of cheaper and weaker construction, with walls only 1 bricks thick at the top, had several cracks.
These were observed at each end of a cross wall which carried a roof truss-one being over a door arch in the corner, and one extending right down the solid wall (see Fig.57 ).
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